
Name:            Date:           ir words 2 

 

 

The sound (ir) is sometimes represented by the letters ir, like in the words 

below.  

  

Remember: Say the word aloud, then say each letter aloud as you write it e.g. 

'swirl, s ... w ... i ... r ... l'   
 

If the wind moves in a swirl that means it blows in a circular way. 

                                                                       

A mouse will squirm if you try to catch it in your hands. 

                                                                       

If you confirm (con/firm) something, you agree to it.  

                                                                       

A circus (cir/cus) has clowns and trapeze artists. 

                                                                       

Circular (cir/cu/lar) means in the shape of a circle. 

                                                                       

To shirk your jobs means that you try to avoid doing them. 

                                                                       

A smirk is a smug smile. 

                                                                       

A quirk is an odd or strange thing about something or someone. 

                                                                       

To whir around means to move around quickly. 

                                                                       

Infirm (in/firm) means weak because of old age or sickness. 

                                                                       

 

Now test yourself without looking at the words and check for yourself if you got 

them all right. Practice writing any words that you made mistakes on again. 
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The sound (ir) is sometimes represented by the letters ir, like in the words 

below.  

  

Remember: Say the word aloud, then say each letter aloud as you write it e.g. 

'swirl, s ... w ... i ... r ... l'  

 

Try to spell each word without looking at it.  

 
If the wind moves in a       that means it blows in a circular way. 

                                                                  

A mouse will       if you try to catch it in your hands. 

                                                                  

If you       something, you agree to it.  

                                                                  

A       has clowns and trapeze artists. 

                                                                  

      means in the shape of a circle. 

                                                                  

To       your jobs means that you try to avoid doing them. 

                                                                  

A       is a smug smile. 

                                                                  

A       is an odd or strange thing about something or someone. 

                                                                  

To       around means to move around quickly. 

                                                                  

      means weak because of old age or sickness. 

                                                                  

 

Now check for yourself if you got them all right. Practice writing any words that 

you made mistakes on again. 
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